
RADOS - Backport #39693

nautilus: _txc_add_transaction error (39) Directory not empty not handled on operation 21 (op 1,

counting from 0)

05/10/2019 10:59 AM - Nathan Cutler

Status: Resolved Spent time: 0.00 hour

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Sage Weil   

Target version: v14.2.3   

Release: nautilus Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29115

Related issues:

Related to RADOS - Bug #39152: nautilus osd crash: Caught signal (Aborted) tp... Duplicate 04/09/2019

Copied from RADOS - Bug #38724: _txc_add_transaction error (39) Directory not... Resolved

History

#1 - 05/10/2019 10:59 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied from Bug #38724: _txc_add_transaction error (39) Directory not empty not handled on operation 21 (op 1, counting from 0) added

#2 - 07/09/2019 08:53 PM - Edward Kalk

I dropped notes in "http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/38724". Not sure I understand the status. "pending backport" says 7/03/2019 which is in the past,

but seems nothing has happened in here for 2 months.

#3 - 07/10/2019 02:06 PM - Edward Kalk

Will this fix be included in : https://tracker.ceph.com/projects/ceph/roadmap#v14.2.2 ?

#4 - 07/10/2019 03:02 PM - Edward Kalk

found a few things that seem like fixes for this on github... : https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/27929/commits

#5 - 07/11/2019 03:18 PM - Nathan Cutler

Edward Kalk wrote:

found a few things that seem like fixes for this on github... : https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/27929/commits

 

Yes, that's correct. Notice that this issue is copied from the master issue which was fixed by PR 27929.

14.2.2 has been approved for release, so it's closed.

On an unrelated note, I looked at this backport and it's not a straightforward cherry-pick.
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#6 - 07/18/2019 07:45 PM - Sage Weil

- Status changed from New to In Progress

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29115

#7 - 07/22/2019 02:00 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Description updated

- Assignee set to Sage Weil

#8 - 07/30/2019 10:16 PM - Yuri Weinstein

Nathan Cutler wrote:

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29115

 

merged

#9 - 08/21/2019 02:24 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

- Target version set to v14.2.3

This update was made using the script "backport-resolve-issue".

backport PR https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29115

merge commit bdea51ac8acc00c17b26e49b46a4712c4216d4d6 (v14.2.2-139-gbdea51ac8a)

#10 - 09/03/2019 07:17 PM - Sage Weil

- Related to Bug #39152: nautilus osd crash: Caught signal (Aborted) tp_osd_tp added
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